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Introduction
Welcome to the Planning Commission
The Planning Commission is one of the most
visible groups responsible for planning in
unincorporated Routt County including the
communities of Milner, Phippsburg, Toponas and
Hahns Peak.
The Planning Commission is an appointed board
of residents with commissioners selected from
four different districts and four municipalities in
Routt County (North Routt – District 1, Land
around Steamboat Springs – District 2, West
Routt - District 3, and South Routt – District 4, the
Towns of Yampa, Hayden, Oak Creek, and the City
of Steamboat Springs) established as an advisory
group for the Board of County Commissioners on
planning matters and to perform other duties
authorized by state statute. Even though you may
have been appointed from a certain area, your
job is to represent the whole community. The
Planning Commission’s principle responsibility is
neither to the developer nor to any opposition to
a particular development. The Planning
Commission is responsible to the long term
interests of the community.
You will attend regular meetings, special
meetings and work sessions, evaluate projects
and proposals and make tough decisions about
community development projects and policies.
You will gain more knowledge about activities
happening in Routt County and develop a greater
understanding about government and public
decision making.
A good planning commissioner takes the future
seriously, works hard, is patient, and willing and
able to make decisions.

This handbook will help you understand the legal
and policy framework for planning. It will also
provide you with a reference for the powers and
duties of the planning commission. As a planning
commissioner you must have some
understanding of the following topics:
1. Comprehensive planning.
2. Zoning and platting.
3. How the planning commission operates and
the role and responsibilities of each individual
member.
4. The authority and duties of the commission.
5. Legal aspects of commission conduct.
6. Standards for commission decision-making.
This Planning Commission Handbook covers all of
these topics and you will be given copies of the
Routt County Zoning and Subdivision Regulations
and the Routt County Master Plan. There are
other community plans that have been adopted
by Routt County. These plans are located at the
Routt County Planning Department and are online for you to review. They are the Steamboat
Springs Area Community Plan, Upper Elk River
Valley Community Plan, West Steamboat Springs
Area Plan, Stagecoach Community Plan, Routt
County Open Lands Plan, and the Sarvis Creek
Area Plan (collectively called Sub-Area plans). In
addition, there are jointly adopted municipal
plans.
Although being a planning commissioner will
always be challenging, this handbook will provide
reference to meeting the challenge.

In most states, the existence of a planning commission is a matter of law. None of these laws
insures that a planning commission will be worthwhile. Only the people who become planning
commissioners can do this.

A Brief History of Planning, Platting and Zoning
“Nothing is permanent but change.” - Heraclitus
Community planning in the United States is not a
new concept. Early developers designed and
planned towns where the streets, public
buildings, businesses and homes were built.
The planning process helps elected officials when
making decisions that will affect the future of
their community. The process attempts to ensure
that the decisions made by the community will
benefit the community as a whole. Planning
takes place when residents, helped by planners,
study their town or community and decide what
they want their community to be like in the
future.
Planning can promote and support economic
development. The planning process allows
residents and decision-makers to examine
alternatives and choose courses of action that
can promote employment and economic wellbeing.
Planning can protect property and property
values by separating a potentially harmful or
disagreeable land use from surrounding
residential and commercial uses and by helping
to protect neighborhoods. Property values can
also be enhanced when the community plans for
parks, trails, playgrounds and other amenities.
Planning can also help integrate business and
residential neighborhoods to promote supportive
communities.
Planning can reduce environmental damage and
conserve resources. Planning can help a
community identify areas where development
may be inadvisable because of environmental
conditions or for the protection of wildlife,
sensitive habitat or scenic areas.
Planning provides a forum for reaching
consensus. The Routt County Master Plan was
developed as a guide to support the community

values and community-wide consensus of the
future goals to which the community has agreed.
The Routt County Zoning Regulations were
adopted to help achieve planning goals in Routt
County. Zoning is the legal regulation of the way
land is used in unincorporated areas of Routt
County. Zoning tries to ensure that there is
appropriate area for different activities and the
location of these activities is appropriate for the
area.
The Routt County Subdivision Regulations control
the way land is divided and sold. These
regulations set standards which subdivisions
must meet in order to make sure that
development is in an orderly way and that
services and utilities are provided appropriately.
Zoning determines how different areas of land
can be used, while subdivision regulations outline
the standards that must be met and the
procedures to be followed when developing a
specific piece of land for the uses that zoning
allows.
Together, the plans and tools guide elected
officials when making decisions.

Zoning Regulations:
•
•
•

Guides overall development
Separates incompatible uses
Describes standards for
development

Subdivision Regulations:
•
•
•
•

Regulates division of land
into building lots
Assures that lots are
adequate in size and shape
Ensures placement of public
facilities
Ensures adequate access and
services
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The Role of the Commission
Colorado state statutes set out the
responsibilities of the Planning Commission (CRS
sections 30-28-103 and 30-28-106). The Planning
Commission’s primary function is to prepare and
adopt a comprehensive plan. This process has
been completed and Routt County has an
adopted Master Plan which will guide you in your
decision making. The Master Plan and other SubArea plans should be reviewed and updated as
needed to reflect the goals of the County.

devote a considerable amount of time and
energy to the job and must be willing to be
objective and make decisions that further the
best interests of the whole community and
support the Routt County Master Plan and Zoning
and Subdivision Regulations. You must be open
minded, willing to learn, and to change ideas in
the light of new evidence. You must have the
ability to define what is at issue and the strength
to make effective decisions.

Often the most controversial role of the Planning
Commission is to review planning applications.
Planning Commission will review applications
based on the Routt County Zoning and
Subdivision Regulations and conformance with
the Routt County Master Plan and Sub-Area
plans.

Responsibility of a Planning Commission
Member

The Planning Commission reviews, through public
hearings, proposed zoning changes, subdivisions,
replats as well as dedication and vacations of
public land, rights-of-ways and easements,
Special Use Permits (SUP), Conditional Use
Permits (CUP) and Site Plan reviews. The
Commission is closely involved in the preparation
and amendment of land use regulations and
provides recommendations to the Board of
County Commissioners.
Qualifications of a Planning Commission
Member
The most important qualification that a
commission member must have is a belief that
planning is essential to the community. There are
many opinions as to what good planning is and
on this, the Planning Commission need not (and
probably will not) agree. You will be asked to

To conduct effective meetings, Planning
Commission members must be informed of the
application and the issue(s) associated with the
application. Preparation is key to being an
effective planning commissioner and it starts with
knowledge of the Master Plan and Zoning and
Subdivision Regulations.
In addition, an effective commissioner comes
prepared for the meeting. This means that, in
advance of the meetings, you prepare for
meetings by reading all reports with time, if
needed, for you to contact staff with any
questions before the meeting. By being prepared
you will be able to examine the facts on an issue,
process public comments and create dialog which
will be the basis of a decision.
The success of a meeting depends on active
participation from a wide range of people – that
is why the meeting is held. The Planning
Commission should be a forum for discussion of
issues and people should feel free and
encouraged to express their opinions. Planning
Commission members should act in a fair, ethical
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and consistent manner while maintaining an
acceptable and objective position. Decisions
should not be based on personal philosophy or
opinion.
Chairmanship
Knowing the role of the Chairman will help all
planning commission members during a Planning
Commission meeting.
The chair or vice-chair plays a vital role in how
well the Planning Commission functions. The
ability of the chair to run a meeting is important
and essential if the commission is to get its work
done. Commission members will expect the chair
to display leadership skills and to run wellorganized and purposeful meetings. In turn, a
Planning Commission member should be up to
date on regulations and the information
pertaining to the meeting to help support the
chair.
Role of the Chair
The attitude and abilities of the chair are critical
to the successful operation of the Planning
Commission. A capable chair understands the
issues, understands his or her fellow members,
can maintain order, and is able to bring the
commission to a decision even on complicated or
controversial issues. A person should be named
as chair for his or her leadership abilities, in
addition to having other qualities such as
preparedness, integrity and fairness.
The chair is somewhat "removed" from the
meeting in that he or she may not participate as
fully in the meeting as the other members. It is
the chair's job to preside over the meeting and to
lead the group toward making a decision.

Responsibilities of the Chair
The chair has two types of responsibilities: those
contained in the commission's Articles of
Association, Robert’s Rules of Order and those
that are more related to his or her leadership
abilities.
Responsibilities of the chair include:
Running the meeting. It is the chair's
responsibility to run an orderly meeting and
conduct the commission's business in a fair and
timely manner. Other commissioners, the staff,
and the public will look to the chair for
leadership.
Maintaining order. Do not allow members of the
public to clap, cheer, whistle, and so on either for
or against testimony that is being presented or in
response to comments by commission members
during their deliberations. This type of display not
only interrupts the meeting, but can intimidate
members of the public, the applicant and other
commission members. The chair should "gavel
down" this kind of behavior and run an orderly
meeting. The chair should not permit members of
the commission to accuse or overtly challenge
one another, members of the public, or persons
testifying.
Keeping business moving. The commission
should not endlessly mull over matters,
continually request new information, and
otherwise delay making a decision when the
information needed for doing so has been
presented. The chair should move the meeting
along by summarizing the facts and the positions
presented by commission members and bringing
matters to a vote. Failure to do so is unfair to the
governing body, which may be relying on the
commission's recommendation, and to the
applicant, whose proposal may be unfairly
delayed by indecision. There are certainly
applications that may result in a tabling and it
should be made clear to staff and the applicant
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what information the commission needs to make
a decision.
Managing public testimony. Testimony from
witnesses should be held to a reasonable length
of time, particularly if a large number of people
want to address the commission. Testimony
should pertain to the matter under deliberation.
The chair should discourage successive witnesses
from repeating the same testimony over and over
again. The commission also needs to show that it
is interested in what the witnesses have to say.
Preventing arguments. The chair should prevent
sharp exchanges from occurring between
commission members and persons testifying and
between commission members themselves. He or
she should limit the dialogue between
commission members and persons testifying to
fact gathering that will contribute to the
commission's decision-making ability. This is
important to prevent a loss of the commission's

The Role of Planning Staff
•

Administers the land use regulations

•

Prepares staff reports and notices for
meetings

•

Researches planning, land use, and
development issues

•

Advises and assists the planning
commission

•

Educates and assists the public

•

Knows and interprets laws and ordinances

•

Conducts community project planning

•

Negotiates, facilitates, and coordinates
between agencies, developers and the
public

•

Enforces code and conditions of approval
stipulated by the commission

•

Provides continuity – policy, documents,
and people

objectivity and credibility.
Understanding parliamentary procedure.
Robert's Rules will usually be used. This is crucial
to the chair's ability to run an orderly meeting. He
or she must be familiar with parliamentary
procedure. The chair must understand motions
and amendments to motions, the order in which
business is conducted, topics that are and are not
debatable, and so on.
Tying things together. This is the ability to take
into account public testimony, commission
deliberations, and the issue at hand, in guiding
the commission toward a decision. It is based on
the chair's ability to discern a position that a
majority of the commission can support and that
is fair to the public.
Qualities of a Good Chair
The chairman must be strong enough to make
sure the meetings are run by the rules but fair
enough to be above cutting people off before
they have had their say or squelching arguments
with which he does not agree. In other words, the
chair’s “gavel” should be wielded by someone
who can use its power properly.
The ability of the chair to run a meeting is
important if the commission is to get its work
done. Commission members will expect the chair
to display leadership skills and to run wellorganized and purposeful meetings. A good chair
will be:
Tactful. The chair must show tact with other
members and the public. A rude or insulting chair
will reflect poorly on the whole commission and
will alienate other commissioners and members
of the community.
Decisive. The chair may have to think and act
quickly in overseeing the conduct of the
commission's business. This may include
summarizing positions, clarifying motions, and
giving direction to staff based on the differing
views of commission members.
Respected. A chair, whose judgment has been
tested and found to be good, whose opinion is
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sought out, or who has support from diverse
elements of the community has earned the
respect of his or her peers. This can only help in
conducting the commission's business and
enhancing its role in community decision-making.
Knowledgeable about the Issues. Of all
members, the chair must be able to understand
the business before the commission. Failure to
understand an item which the commission is to
act on can lead to confusion and result in poor
decision-making. The chair needs to put in extra
effort studying the agenda items and preparing
for the meeting.

Quorum
The Planning Commission is made up of nine
voting members and two alternates. The Articles
of Association (located in the Appendix Section)
explain the establishment rules of the
commission. A quorum is the minimum number
of commission members needed in order to

conduct business. If all 11 members are present,
the two alternates do not vote. There must be
five members in attendance for a meeting to be
held (quorum). When a quorum of five (5)
members is present, the applicant must obtain at
least a 3-2 vote for approval.
It is imperative that Planning Commission
members notify the Planning Department well in
advance when they know that they will be absent
for meetings, such as vacations, or otherwise not
able to attend a meeting. Applications before
Planning Commission have had to meet legal
requirements for processing and notification.
Applicants and staff have spent hours working on
projects and every effort should be made to
make sure that an application is heard and that
the applicant and the public receive a fair and
complete review.
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Chapter 2
Planning Commission Meetings
Types of Planning Commission Meetings
The Commission may use several different types
of meetings in order to conduct its
business. These include
regular meetings, special
The most important
meetings and
worksessions.
aspect of a planning

commission’s public

Planning Commission
relations is its public
meetings are held
meetings
the first and third
Thursday of every
month and begin at 6
p.m. Dinner is provided at
the meeting. The meetings are
held at the Historic Courthouse at 522 Lincoln
Ave., 3rd floor hearing room. You will be mailed a
packet prior to the meeting which contains all of
the items to be heard. You can also choose to
view the packets on-line or you can pick it up at
the Planning Department. These packets are
completed the Wednesday or Thursday, of the
week prior to the meeting.
Agenda
A typical meeting agenda is as follows:
I.

Call to Order
a. Roll call
b. Approval of minutes
c. Announcements
d. Consent Agenda items
II. Public comment – This time is for
comments from members of the public
on items that are not being heard on the
agenda. No action is taken, but
comments are taken under review if

needed. Planning Commission comments
are not appropriate during public
comment time.
III. Applications
IV. Planning Director update
V. Adjournment
General Application Review
I. Applicant presents application
II. Staff presents any updates, new
information or overview
III. Planning Commission questions
of the applicant and/or staff
IV. Public comments
V. Public comment closed
VI. Applicant’s response to public comment
VII. Staff response
VIII. Planning Commission additional
questions of applicant if needed
IX. Round table comments. (This time is
dedicated to comments and discussion
from each Planning Commission
member. They express their opinions
and comments to members of the
Planning Commission prior to a motion
and which direction that they are
planning to vote. This time can also be
used to discuss proposed Conditions of
Approval (COA’s) as presented in the
staff report and suggested changes or
additions.)
X. Motion
A motion can be made by any member
including alternate members.
XI. Vote
If a member has a dissenting vote – the
member will be asked to explain the
reason for their vote.
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Alternate members cannot vote if there
are nine regular members in
attendance. Alternate 1 would vote if
one regular member is absent or
ineligible and both alternates would
vote if two regular members are absent
or ineligible.

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Meeting Hints and Process
Implementing the Master Plan and enforcing the
Zoning and Subdivision Regulations are always
the main task of the Planning Commission.
Review of an application may contain many
different levels of presentation. Applicants and
the public will present testimony and information
which must be weighed in order to base a
decision.
Discussion should stay on the facts and not the
presenters of the facts. Recommendations and
decisions shall be based on fact and not on
opinion or hearsay.
Each proposal must be evaluated on its own
merits, always remembering that each decision
you make is part of a whole, the cumulative
effect of all these discussions might be quite
different.
Do not get bogged down in details or side issues.
Do not give opinions or judgments on complex
technical matters, only on policy.
If ‘experts’ are brought in by either side, the
commission should not be afraid to make sure it
is getting facts. Question the experts and the
applicants.
Do not bring up the pro’s and con’s of an item
before all evidence is presented; the public will
lose confidence in the Planning Commission if
they think their minds are made up prior to
round table discussions. Keep an open mind until
the end of discussions and the motion.
Throughout your decisions there is a need for
consistency in order for planning to be effective.
Consistency leads to predictability, a necessary
quality in order for applicants to be able to
produce information and plans that will meet the

Following are the four major functions of a
Planning Commission in development
review:
a. Acting as a facilitator among the
planning staff, the applicants and
other interested parties.
b. Carrying out the development
review process within the legal
framework and requirements of a
complex body of law, especially
when Planning Commission acts as
a quasi-judicial body applying the
rules and regulations to an
application.
c. Reviewing the project in view of
the standards and technical criteria
which constitute the development
review criteria (site conditions,
traffic, design, impacts, plan
conformity, etc.)
d. Being able to make a sound
decision based on the evidence

•

•

regulations and not waste the time of all parties
involved.
Basing decision on the Master Plan, Sub-Area
Plans and criteria outlined in the Zoning and
Subdivision Regulations will go a long way to
ensure this consistency and predictability as well
as making decisions legally defensible.
Clearly define the major issues involved in each
case and address them before making a
recommendation.
Once all opinions have been given, a summation
of these should be proposed in the form of a
motion. The motion should be based on finding
of facts.
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Findings of fact
Findings are nothing more than a statement by
the commission for the evidence and reasoning it
used to arrive at a decision. Findings are
important in helping the pubic and the applicant
understand the Commission’s conclusion and
reason for granting or denying the application.
Findings shall be based on the regulations, plans
and evidence and should be clear and concise.
Findings based on the Routt County Master Plan
and Zoning or Subdivision Regulations are
suggested in the staff report. Planning
Commission should use this as a tool in creating a
motion. Findings of fact should be presented as
part of the motion to support the motion
whether the motion is for approval or denial.
A common reason that courts overrule
commission decisions is that the commission
failed to prepare findings to support their
decision.
Motion
Along with the finding of facts, the motion should
be clear in explaining the decision of the
commission. Stating a motion places a matter
before the commission for its consideration and
permits debate to take place. Additional
comments or adding supporting language to a
motion can be suggested. Discussion can clarify
conditions, suggest the addition or removal of
conditions, and/or make amendments to

conditions. If amendments or changes are
proposed to a motion with a second, this can be
done with a consensus of the commission. This
should be clearly stated before the vote is taken.
A motion to table should clearly state why the
application is being tabled and what additional
information it needs for further review in order
to make a decision. An application can be tabled
to a specific hearing date or if it is uncertain how
long it will take to get the additional information,
the item can be tabled indefinitely.
A motion to deny should include findings to
support the motion specifically setting forth the
reasons why the application does not meet the
standards of the Master Plan, Sub-Area plans,
Zoning Regulations, or Subdivision Regulations.
During discussion on the motion, members give
their reasons for either supporting or not
supporting the motion as stated. It can be
important for commission members to give their
reasons for voting ‘yes’ or ‘no’ on a motion. The
reasons given for or against a given matter are
needed to support the commission’s decision.
If a decision is appealed, the findings of fact and
motion will support the Planning Commission’s
decision in the appeal process.
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Chapter 3
Decision Making

…Members of commissions with the role of conducting fair and impartial fact-finding hearings must, as far as practicable, be open
minded, objective, impartial, free of entangling influences, and capable of hearing the weak voices as well as the strong.
-Supreme Court in Washington
Buell v. City of Bremerton (1972)

Types of Commission Decisions
Planning Commission decisions can be
either legislative or quasi-judicial.
Substantive due process
(reasonableness of decision) rules
apply to legislative decision making
while procedural due process (fairness
of the process) rules apply to quasijudicial proceedings.
Legislative Decision
Legislative decisions are decisions that
make or interpret policy. The decision
may be broad ranging such as
recommending the adoption of a
comprehensive plan or very specific,
such as recommending amendment to
the Zoning and Subdivision
Regulations. The key element of
legislative decisions is that they apply
equally (or are meant to apply equally)
to everyone in the community, not just
to a specific individual.
Quasi-Judicial Decision
Generally, quasi-judicial proceedings
involve decisions that have a direct
effect on the right and liability of a
single person or, occasionally, a small
group of identified persons. Quasijudicial proceedings deal with matters
in which a determination will be made
on whether a person has shown that
they have met all of the established

requirements that give them a
right to a permit or other
entitlement. The commission
must determine whether,
from all the evidence
presented, the required
standards have been met.
If you are uncertain if an item
is a legislative or quasijudicial decision you should
speak with the Planning
Director. A partial list is
included in the Appendix
section.
Due Process
No person shall …be deprived
of life, liberty, or property
without due process of law;
…” – Fifth Amendment of the
US Constitution.
Generally, quasi-judicial
proceedings must be
conducted in accordance with
procedural due process. That
means adequate proper
notice and an opportunity to
be heard; a basic fairness in
procedure, including some
type of impartial decision
maker. The application must
be processed so that parties
believe in the fairness of the
process and be given a fair
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hearing or an opportunity to be heard. An
unfavorable decision perceived to be the result of
an impartial consideration may be bearable, but
an unfavorable decision tainted by even the
appearance of partiality cannot be condoned.
Ex Parte Contact
Direct communication between a citizen and a
commissioner is common for Planning
Commissioners because of their visibility in the
community and the nature of their work.
Discussions with members of the public outside
of the public forum can be a beneficial way to
exchange information and help keep
commissioners informed of residents’ attitudes.
However, a distinction must be drawn between
contact on general or legislative matters and
contact on quasi-judicial matters that are
currently before the commission or scheduled to
come before the commission. While such contact
may be permissible on a legislative matter, it is
not permissible in a quasi-judicial proceeding.
Ex parte is a Latin term that means “from or on
one side only.” It is the label for private
communication between an interested party in a
quasi-judicial proceeding and a member of the
body that is hearing the matter. The essential
feature of an ex parte contact is that someone
with an interest in a quasi-judicial decision before
the commission (an applicant, representative of
an applicant or opponent of the application, an
adjacent property owner, or member of the
public) is attempting to influence a decision
outside of the public forum. Unless corrected, ex
parte communication can result in a violation of
procedural due process.

What to Do When It Occurs
Ex parte contact can occur in a number of ways,
and many are quite innocent and unintentional.
Telephone calls, informal meetings or even a
casual encounter on the street can present the
opportunity for citizens to express facts or an
opinion about a quasi-judicial matter to a
commission member. As soon as a commissioner
senses that he or she is about to be involved in an
ex parte contact, he or she should stop the citizen
and explain that commissioners are not
permitted to discuss anything about the matter
except at the hearing and recommend that the
citizen submit comments in writing or attend the
meeting.
Correcting Ex parte Contacts
If you have been involved in an ex parte contact
under any circumstance, you may be able to
overcome the fairness problem by disclosing the
contact and the substance of what was related to
you at the beginning of the application review.
This will get the evidence you received on the
record and out into the public realm. Then, you
should state whether you believe that the
contact has swayed your view and whether you
can give an unbiased view to all of the evidence
presented. (Also see Conflict of Interest below)
Site Visits
Occasionally, a site visit will be scheduled by the
Planning Department for the Commissioners to
view an area subject to an application. These
visits can be beneficial to the commission to help
make a decision, but should be handled carefully,
particularly if the applicant or an opponent is
present. All discussion during the site visit should
be heard by commissioners at the same time and
no side-bar discussion should occur. Site visits are
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usually scheduled the same day as the hearing so
that all members in attendance will also hear the
application at the meeting.
Individual site visits are discouraged, especially if
you will encounter an individual involved in the
application.
A ‘drive by’ the site is acceptable to look at the
area. You can stop to view the site, but must
avoid any discussions with the public, petitioner
or owner of the property while in the area.
Please keep in mind that even though you are
involved in the review of this site, accessing the
site without permission is not appropriate.
Conflict of Interest
Impartiality may be lost by a conflict of interest.
The Appendix has additional information with
regard to conflict of interest. Commission
members can determine a possible conflict by the
following questions:
1. Do you have any financial interest in this
petition or will you benefit from any
approval of this petition in any way?
2. Does a relative or you stand to gain from
this petition in any way, financially, or is a
relative an adjacent property owner to
the property being petitioned?

3. Do you have strong outside influences
that may affect your decision?
4. Can you make a strong impartial decision
on this petition?
5. Based upon these questions, does
Planning Commission see an appearance
of impropriety?
If you feel that you might have a conflict of
interest, your concerns should be discussed prior
to the meeting with the Planning Director. If you
need to step down from a meeting, Planning staff
will need time to determine if a quorum will be in
attendance. If it is determined that you probably
do not have a conflict of interest you still must
bring up the subject to the commission prior to
the hearing so that Planning Commission is aware
of the possible conflict and so that they can make
a determination if there might be an appearance
of impropriety.
If you have a conflict of interest, you cannot
participate in the decision or the meeting. The
commission member with the conflict should
vacate his or her seat and leave the meeting
during the discussion. This reduces the possibility
and appearance that the commissioner’s
presence is affecting or influencing the decision
of the Planning Commission.
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Appendix
Legislative or Quasi-judicial Information
Articles of Association of the Routt County Planning Commission
Conflict of Interest Materials and Guidance documents
Conflict of Interest, Code of Ethics, Rules of Conduct

Legislative or Quasi-Judicial Decisions
Following is a list of Routt County permitted and review processes that are reviewed by the Planning
Commission. In order avoid any conflict of interest, but to still be an effective and informed member of
the planning commission, the following list should help you determine what level of discussions can
occur outside of the meeting room. If you have any doubts or questions if there could be a conflict of
interest you should contact the Planning Director.
Conditional Use Permit – Quasi-Judicial NOTE: CUP’s are heard by Planning Commission for a final
hearing. They are not an advisory application to the Board of Commissioners.
Special Use Permit – Quasi-Judicial
Site Plan Review – Quasi- Judicial
Conceptual PUD – Quasi-Judicial
Final PUD – Quasi-Judicial
Zone Change – Quasi-Judicial
LPS – Major and Non-Contiguous Parcel – Quasi-Judicial
Sketch Subdivision – Quasi - Judicial
Preliminary Subdivision _ Quasi-Judicial
Final Subdivision – Quasi-Judicial
Community Plan reviews - Legislative
Master Plan Amendment review – Legislative
Zoning and Subdivision Regulation Amendment reviews - Legislative
Vacation of Right of Way or Public Utility Easement Legislative

Receipt of Planning Commission Handbook

I have received and read the Routt County Planning Commission Handbook.
I understand the role of a Planning Commission member and will, to the best of my ability, uphold the
policies, regulations and community plans of Routt County.

________________________________________
Name

Date

